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NURSES GIVE £lO,OOO FOR TWO NIGHT-FIGHTERS

On Tuesday, the anniversary of the birth of Florence Nightingale, the

nurses of Great Britain formally presented to the country a cheque for-

£lo,ooo to purchase two more night-fighter aircraft "to defend the hospitals
of Britain”.

One of these' night-fighters is to replace Nightingale, the, original
aircraft subscribed for by the nurses last year which later crashed., killing
the pilot. The second is a companion plane, to be named "Night Duty”.

The presentation was made by Miss Charters, the Matron of the Wadsley
Mental and Wharncliffe Emergency Hospital, Sheffield, the hospital which

contributed £1,390.9.1, the largest individual subscription to the Fund.

It was received on behalf of the R.A.F. by a young night-fighter pilot
wearing the ribbon of the D.F.C. and bar S/L. J.A.F. MacLachlan, D,F.C.,Bar,
to whom Miss Charters presented the cheque with the following words;

"These two aircraft the Nurses of Great Britain proudly
dedicate to the service of their country, in memory of one

gallant pilot, who, in a great company of others, gave his

life in defence of the hospitals and homes of Britain,

To-day the nurses remember him, .and them, and as far as we

are able, we repay”.

Pith their latest gift the nurses of Great Britain have brought their

total subscriptions to the two Funds organised by the NURSING MIRROR, the

weekly nursing paper, up to Just on £20,000,

The first Fund, which raised over £B,OOO, bought 14 motor ambulances for

the R.A.F., as well as the night-fighter aircraft, and this present Fund,
besides buying the further two fighters, has in addition over £l,OOO to present

to the R.A.F. Benevolent Fund, in memory of the pilot of the original

"Nightingale" who lost his life.

..As before, nurses from every part of Great Britain subscribed to the Fund,
in sums ranging from 6d, to well over £l,OOO (combined hospital subscription),

The money was raised in a variety of ways - by organising dances, whist

drives, sales of work, by doing odd Jobs for their colleagues - brushing their

shoes, shampooing their hair, running their errands.

Many sums sent in were in memory- of their own loved and lost ones, or in

thankfulness for preservation from special dangers in the blitz.

One gift was sent by a married nurse
f

s son. who insisted on emptying his

money-box of -5/“ ” its complete contents - for "surely with so many pennies

they could buy the tail of the aircraft".
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